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Romantic suspense novel with secret identities,
hidden agendas and thwarted ambition

About the author

Former soap star Tom Calvert dreams of making movies
that matter. To get the part of a lifetime he becomes a
method actor, living as Beau Tennant, a war hero with a
disabling injury. While in character he meets Maree
Reynard, a costume designer, and takes her on a date.
But when this practice date becomes all too real he
realizes that he’s made the mistake of a lifetime. Will he
be able to get Maree to fall in love with Tom Calvert?

Maree Reynard’s father is an actor and she has grown up
on a studio lot. She has no illusions about the artifice of
the movie-making business and has vowed she would
never date an actor. When she meets and falls in love
with Beau Tennant she knows that she’s found her dream
man who is genuine and real. But when Beau disappears
from her life she is heartbroken. She meets Tom Calvert
on the rebound and sees their flirtation as a way of
recovering her shattered confidence. Will Tom Calvert be
able to convince her he is the real deal?

'Not only was the love story interesting, but
the other storylines meshed in perfectly.
There was a crazy stalker, the secondary
characters were great, family drama, etc.
Wonderfully written and endearing! 
5 stars, Abby

Praise

Mae Archer is the pen name for author Amra Pajalic.  Amra writes
young adult contemporary fiction under her own name and dark
fiction as A.P. Pajalic.

Her memoir Things Nobody Knows But Me (Transit Lounge,
2019) was shortlisted for the 2020 National Biography Award.
Her debut novel, re-titled Sabiha’s Dilemma, won the 2009
Melbourne Prize for Literature's Civic Choice Award.

She’s fallen for his greatest role. 
But can she fall for him?
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